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A profitable growth story: macro cycle + commercial transformation Jose Antonio Álvarez CEO



Important information Banco Santander, S.A. ("Santander"), Santander UK Group Holdings (“Santander UK”) and Banco Santander (Brasil) S.A. (“Santander Brasil”) all caution that this presentation and other written or oral statements made from time to time by Santander, Santander UK and Santander Brasil contain forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are found in various places throughout this presentation and include, without limitation, statements concerning our future business development and economic performance. While these forward-looking statements represent our judgment and future expectations concerning the development of our business, a number of risks, uncertainties and other important factors could cause actual developments and results to differ materially from our expectations. These factors include, but are not limited to: (1) general market, macro-economic, governmental, political and regulatory trends; (2) movements in local and international securities markets, currency exchange rates and interest rates; (3) competitive pressures; (4) technological developments; (5) transaction, commercial and operating factors; and (6) changes in the financial position or credit worthiness of our customers, obligors and counterparties. The risk factors that we have indicated in our past and future filings and reports, including those with the Securities and Exchange Commission of the United States of America (the “SEC”) could adversely affect our business and financial performance and should be considered in evaluating any forward-looking statements contained herein. Other unknown or unpredictable factors could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they are made and are based on the knowledge, information available and views taken on the date on which they are made; such knowledge, information and views may change at any time. These statements are only predictions and are not guarantees of future performance, results, actions or events. Santander, Santander UK and Santander Brasil do not undertake any obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. The information contained in this presentation is subject to, and must be read in conjunction with, all other publicly available information, including, where relevant, any fuller disclosure document published by Santander, Santander UK nor Santander Brasil. Any person at any time acquiring securities must do so only on the basis of such person's own judgment as to the merits or the suitability of the securities for its purpose and only on such information as is contained in such public information having taken all such professional or other advice as it considers necessary or appropriate in the circumstances and not in reliance on the information contained in the presentation. In making this presentation available, Santander, Santander UK and Santander Brasil are not giving advice nor making any recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in shares in Santander or in any other securities or investments whatsoever. Neither this presentation nor any of the information contained therein constitutes an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. No offering of securities shall be made in the United States except pursuant to registration under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or an exemption therefrom. Nothing contained in this presentation is intended to constitute an invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity for the purposes of the prohibition on financial promotion in the U.K. Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. Note: Statements as to historical performance, share price or financial accretion are not intended to mean that future performance, share price or future earnings (including earnings per share) for any period will necessarily match or exceed those of any prior year. Nothing in this presentation should be construed as a profit forecast. Note: The businesses included in each of our geographical segments and the accounting principles under which their results are presented here may differ from the businesses included in our public subsidiaries in such geographies and the accounting principles applied locally. Accordingly, the results of operations and trends shown for our geographical segments may differ materially from those disclosed locally by such subsidiaries.
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Agenda



A better macro-financial environment



Our strategy is already paying off



Delivering on our commitments
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Positive macro outlook in all our core markets Global growth is expected to accelerate in 2017, supported by the normalization to a more balanced policy mix



2017 GDP Outlook



Supportive for growth



Rebalancing of policy mix 2,3%



Monetary policy



2,3% 1,6% 1,5%



Fiscal policy



Still easy, but hiking cycle in progress



Still Material stimulus plan upcoming



Still easy, but likely past peak easing



Still tight, should loosen marginally



Still easy, but likely past peak easing



New rules on fiscal flexibility, corporate tax cuts



Not supportive for growth



Regulation



Reform



Shift toward widespread easing



Pro-growth tax reform plan



1,1% 3,4%



2,7%



Probably no incremental regulatory tightening



Material progress unlikely in 2017



2,0% 1,7%



Mature markets 0,2%



Probably no incremental regulatory tightening



n/a



Developing markets Helping people and businesses prosper



Source: Bloomberg Finance, LP, IMF, Deutsche Bank Research * Aggregates calculated using IMF PPP GDP weights
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Santander well-positioned to take advantage of the interest rates cycle



Scenario of interest rates normalization



Mostly positive interest rates sensitivity



European Banks index vs Inflation expectations



Net interest income sensitivity to +100bps parallel shift (€ MM; Dec ‘16)



% 300



3



+425



European Banks equity Index (lhs) Parent



250



EUR Inflation 5Y 5Y Fwd



2,6



+100 200



2,2



+657 150



1,8



100



1,4



50 Jan-12



+151* -87



1 Jan-14



Jan-16 (*) US: ex-SCUSA



Helping people and businesses prosper Source: Bloomberg as of 07-Mar-17
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Cyclical improvement in mature markets; structural growth in developing markets Mature markets: Improving outlook



Developing markets: positive structural



trends Raising inflation



…improving nominal GDP growth



=



..acceleration of interest rates hikes



Banking profitability improvement Helping people and businesses prosper



Gradual improvement of nominal GDP growth Strong fundamentals for sustained L-T growth



=



Attractive structural banking profitability Simple Personal Fair
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Although mature markets profitability is improving, long-term presence in LatAm is a strong competitive advantage Latam



Europe & US



Yield curves



Steeper and higher



Low / negative



Low levels of banking penetration



c.40%



c.95%



Low leverage Debt/ GDP



200%



Credit demand (2015-2020)



Sustainable high double-digit growth



Low single-digit growth



Nominal GDP growth (2015-2020)



+6-8%



+2-3%



Growing population (2015-2020)



+2%



+0.5%



Middle class (2009-2030)



+73%



-4%



Helping people and businesses prosper Source: Eurostat, U.S. Census, Cepal, The Economist Intelligence Unit and IMF
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Agenda



A better macro-financial environment



A strategy is already paying off



Delivering on our commitments
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The banking sector is facing 3 challenges



1 2 3



Low profitability in mature markets



• A low-economic growth • Low and flat yield curve • Regulatory environment



Structurally higher profitability in Emerging Markets



• More demanding customers… Need to redefine customer relationships



• ...who require a better service at a lower cost • The industry needs to place the customer at the centre of the business model • Banking disintermediation



New entrants



• Shadow banking



• Digital players
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We tackle these 3 sector’s challenges with a customer-focused business model that is unique among major international banks



1



Serving 125 MM customers’ financial needs, with critical mass



2



Geographic diversification drives predictability of earnings = less capital



3



Subsidiary model with strong culture of working together drives



in 10 markets with c.1 Bn people drives profitable growth



efficiency and service excellence Helping people and businesses prosper
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..and with a clear strategy Challenges



1



Low profitability in mature markets



Executing our strategy



Outcome



• Commercial transformation • Operational excellence



Revenues



• Capital optimisation



Costs



RoTE



• Digitalisation



2



3



Need to redefine customer relationships



New entrants



• Commercial transformation



More loyal and digital customers



• Operational excellence • Processes re-engineering



Customer experience



• Commercial transformation



Entry barrier



• Digitalisation



Value for money service



Helping people and businesses prosper
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3A strategy that allows us to improve profitability



1



Revenues



Commercial transformation to improve revenue growth



3



2



Costs



4



Capital



Digitalisation



Core to improve revenues and costs



Reduce the “twin” costs of doing business: expenses and risk management



Investing capital more selectively into higher RoRWA business



Helping people and businesses prosper
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1



Revenues: commercial transformation to improve revenue growth



More customers and more loyal



+



More digital customers



+



Improved customer experience



+



Focus on highly profitable segments



- SMEs & corporates - Affluent / Private Banking - Insurance



Increase fee business



Revenues Helping people and businesses prosper



Gain profitable market share



- Consumer Finance - Network banking



ROTE Simple Personal Fair
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Our commercial transformation improves our customer base quality



Customer loyalty value propositions…



to further drive fee income growth Fee income growth1



8.1%



Increase2 (c.10% CAGR by 2018)



4.3% 1|2|3 World



Loyal customers, million +10%



13,8



2015 Helping people and businesses prosper (1) Constant euros (2) CAGR 15-18



15,2



2016 Simple Personal Fair



17,0



2017 13
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…as we make progress on digital relationships with our customers… Cross-country collaboration in digital solutions



New digital platform launch in Q1 2017



Digital Customers1



30M



Account integrator



International real time payments



Increased use of blockchain for international payments



New Santander factories operating model to drive further agility and local relevance in countries digital transformation starting Q1 2017



25M 2016 target: 20MM



20.9M



16.6M 2015



2016



2017



Real



Helping people and businesses prosper



2018 Target
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(1) Person or legal entity, that being a customer of a commercial bank, has logged into his personal area of internet banking, mobile banking or both in the last 30 days
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As a result of our commercial transformation, our revenues are improving: Revenues rose in 8 out of 10 core units driven by NII and good performance on fees Gross income evolution



Gross income



€ million



Net interest income



€ million



7.959



7.756



42.768



7.286



689



+2%



762



-366



+8%



-12%



43.853



Fee income 2.592 2.397



2.335



+3% Other income*



815



1Q'14 2Q



3Q



550



4Q 1Q'15 2Q



3Q



4Q 1Q'16 2Q



373 3Q



4Q



2015 Gross income



Net interest income



Fee income



Other income*



2016 Gross income



Note: Constant euros



Helping people and businesses prosper
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(*) Other income includes gains on financial transactions, income from equity accounted method, dividends and other operating results. Including in 4Q’15 and 4Q'16 contribution to the DGF and SRF
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2 Focus on operational excellence: better service at a lower cost while delivering best customer experience and efficiency



% change in seven units below inflation rate1 Nominal



In real terms2 and excl. perimeter



5.7



-3.3



UK



-0.4



-1.2



SCF



8.3



-0.8



-4.0



-3.8



Mexico



9.3



6.5



Chile



1.5



-2.3



19.1



-4.7



5.5



4.2



37.4



-0.5



1.7



2.3



-17.7



-17.5



3.5



-1.7



Spain



Portugal USA



Argentina Poland Corporate Centre



Group



We have TOP customer satisfaction in countries that represent c.80% of our PAT



C/I, % (2016)



2016 / 2015, %



Brazil



Best-in-class C/I: Top 2 among peers3



48%



Geographies within Top 3 customer satisfaction4



-15pp vs Global peer average: 67%



8



+3 5



0



20



CC costs/ Total costs



40



60



80



2.1% (-40bps vs. 2015)



100



vs.



6.6% (peer avg.)



Helping people and businesses prosper (1) In real terms and excluding perimeter; (2) Nominal costs less 2016 average inflation of each country (3) Based on public company data – Bloomberg



2015



2016



Simple Personal Fair (4) Source: Corporate Customer Satisfaction Benchmark
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2 Our active risk management improves our cost of credit, already achieving the Investor Day goals Total loan-loss provisions1



Ratios evolution



€ million D’15



D’16



4.36%



3.93%



73%



74%



Cost of credit



1.25%



1.18%



Cost of credit excl. SC USA



0.90%



0.82%



-2% 9.722



9.518



NPL ratio Coverage ratio



2015 LLPs



2016 LLPs



Helping people and businesses prosper (1) Constant euros
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3 Digitalisation is a tool to execute our commercial transformation and



improve service, revenues, reduce costs and improve customer experience Brazil



Digitalisation



Service / revenues improvement



Expense savings



Cost of risk savings



100% digital bank alternative



650k new accounts



…of front



Digital account operated from a cell phone app



…of big data



…of processes



…of architecture (cloud)







Improve efficiency for non profitable segments







Entry point for Santander in unbanked and underserved segments







Defend against emerging competition of non bank players



3x lower cost of opening an account ...of software development



5x lower cost to serve Helping people and businesses prosper
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4 Our capital discipline has allowed us to deliver on FL CET1 ahead of plan and improve our RoRWA Fully-loaded CET1 % 10bps ahead of plan



+50 bps in 2016 10,27



10,36



10,47



10,55



1 Committed to accumulate organically c.40 bps CET1 per year after dividends and lending growth at constant perimeter 2 Loan growth > RWA growth



10,05



Profit growth > RWA growth 3 Capital management and M&A discipline across the Group Dec’15



Mar’16



Jun’16



Sep’16



Dec’15



RoRWA



1.30%



Dec’16



Dec’16



vs.



1.36%



Helping people and businesses prosper
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Our strategy is already paying off: in 2016 PBT rose in 9 out of 10 markets Profit before taxes 2016



Attributable profit 2016



€ million and % change / 2015 in constant euros



€ million and % change / 2015 in constant euros



2.772



Brazil



1.067



Mexico Chile



894



Brazil



+17%



Mexico



+20%



Chile



Poland



508



+4%1



Poland



Argentina



503



+50%



Argentina



+8%



UK



+5%



SCF



2.452



UK



1.459



Spain SCF



+16%



1.803



SCF



1.036



USA Portugal



533



+21%



629



+18%



513



+16%



272



-6%2



359



+52% 1.681 1.093 1.022



Spain



SCF



+15%



-4%



+18% +5%



-32%



USA



395



-42%



+27%



Portugal



399



+33%



Mature markets Corporate Centre (underlying): -€1,589 million



Helping people and businesses prosper (1) Excluding the new tax on assets: PBT +20%



1.786



Developing markets Corporate Centre (underlying): -€1,439 million Simple Personal Fair (2) Excluding the new tax on assets: Attributable profit +14
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Agenda



A better macro-financial environment



Our strategy is already paying off



Delivering on our commitments
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Our business model and strategy allow us to consistently fund profitable growth, increase cash dividend per share and accumulate capital… RoTE 20161



%



14 13 11 10



+8%



+2%2



cash DPS



customer loans



Increase cash dividends per share



Fund business growth



10 9 8 8 7



c.1/3



(2016 vs. 2015)



c.1/3



Top tier profitability allows us to…



7 7 7 4 3



Accumulate capital



+50 bps (+€3 Bn)



-3 (1) (2)



c.1/3



FL CET1



Source: Based on public company data - Bloomberg. Santander Underlying. RoTCE for US Banks Constant euros
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…and a proven track record of shareholders value creation ROE higher/equal than the cost of equity



Mature investments



More recent investments (1) (2)



1



SAN RoE 2016 (%)



Avg. peers2 RoE (%)



Years since first investment



8



7



159



17



18



37



13



4



25



36



31



25



15



15



24



14



20



24



15



10



24



11



5



12



4



6



11



12



10



6



18% RoE



US RoE 2016: Normalising current FL CET1 of 14% to 10%, otherwise 3% 9M´2016 local criteria
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Santander is best placed for profitable growth % Group PAT



Retail



Retail business at scale is our core differentiator



77%



Wholesale



23% % Group PAT



Emerging



Balance between markets with high growth potential and capital generating markets



Developed



42%



58% % RWAS



Positive interest rates



Less NIRP affected: low exposure to negative interest rates environments



80%



Negative interest rates



20% % Group PAT



ROTE > COE



95%



ROTE < COE



5%



Proven track record of shareholders value creation in matured investments



US bank under transformation



% Group PAT



ROTE ≥ peers average



74%



ROTE < peers average



26%



Brazil reducing gap US bank under transformation
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We accomplished all our 2016 goals 2015



2016



2016 targets



Loyal customers (million)



13.8



15.2



15.0



Digital customers (million)



16.6



20.9



20.0



Fee income1



4.3%



8.1%



Increase



Cost of risk



1.25%



1.18%



Improve



Cost to income



47.6%



48.1%



Broadly stable



EPS (€)



0.40



0.41



Increase



DPS (€)



0.20



0.21



Increase



TNAV / share (€)



4.07



4.22



Increase



FL CET1



10.05%



10.55%



10.45%



Helping people and businesses prosper (1) % change (constant euros)
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Strong financial performance in 2016: delivering on our story…



Attributable profit



€6,204 MM (+4%)



FL CET1



10.55% (+50 bps)



Underlying RoTE



11.1%



Customer revenues



€41,268 MM (+4%1)



Dividend per share



€0.21 (+5%)



Loans



€798 Bn (+2%1)



TNAV/Share



€4.22 (+15 cents)



Funds



€796 Bn (+5%1)



Helping people and businesses prosper (1) Constant euros
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…and we are on track to meet our 2017/2018 targets 2016



2017 targets



2018 targets



Loyal customers (Million)



15.2



17



18.6



Digital customers (Million)



20.9



25



30



Fee income1



8.1%



Increase



c.10% CAGR 15-18



Cost of risk



1.18%



Improve



1.2% avg. 15-18



Cost to income



48.1%



Broadly stable



45-47%



EPS (€)



0.41



Increase



Double digit growth



DPS (€)



0.21



Increase



Increase



FL CET1



10.55%



+40bps per year



>11%



Helping people and businesses prosper (1) % change (constant euros)
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The best retail bank in Europe and the Americas



1 2 3



During 2016 we have delivered ahead of plan on our strategic, financial and commercial targets We reiterate our commitments for 2017 and 2018



Consistent delivery over the past 3 years: • Broadly stable C/I • Cash DPS +89% • 11.1% underlying RoTE after FL CET1 +50bps • Increasing TNAV/Share every year



We have delivered all this in the right way, helping more people and business prosper while building a bank that is more simple, personal and fair Helping people and businesses prosper
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Thank you



Nuestra misión eshelp contribuir progreso de las personas y Our purpose is to peoplealand de las empresas. businesses prosper.



Nuestra cultura se basa en la creencia Our culture is based on the belief that de que todo lo que hacemos sershould be everythingdebe we do 
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ERE en Banco Santander - CGT Banco Santander 

21 abr. 2016 - negativamente por la reducción de márgenes, donde el mayor culpable es el sobrecoste de la. Cuenta 123, e
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ERE en Banco Santander - CGT Banco Santander 

1 abr. 2016 - Posteriormente, el Country Head de Santander España enviaba a toda la plantilla un comunicado lleno de euf
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Aviso de Privacidad - Banco Santander 

Casa de Bolsa Santander, S.A. de C.V., Grupo Financiero Santander México ... de la Reforma, número 500, Colonia Lomas de
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SUCURSAL RED DIRECCION CIUDAD O ... - Banco Santander 

LOS ANGELES PLAZA. BANCO SANTANDER. COLON 257. LOS ANGELES. CONCEPCION. SUPERCAJA. O'higgins N° 368, subterraneo. CONCEP
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Oficinas Punto. Nuevas metas - CGT Banco Santander 

1 dic. 2015 - acuerdo prevé, si bien con personal originario de la misma plaza en donde vaya a prestar sus servicios. La
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Jornada Reducida. Objetivos Proporcionales - CGT Banco Santander 

5 nov. 2015 - A alguien en su sano juicio le parece razonable que una persona que tiene una reducción de jornada, que en
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¿A dónde... nos llevas? - CGT Banco Santander 

30 jun. 2016 - Para desgracia de todos teníamos ra- zón. Nos han llamado “radicales”, “ne- gativistas”, “agoreros”…pero
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MiFID II: Asignatura Pendiente - CGT Banco Santander 

16 mar. 2017 - operaciones de Banca Privada). ... llevando a cabo fuera de la jornada laboral, con el consiguiente fraud
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El cinismo por bandera - CGT Banco Santander 

8 dic. 2015 - Afíliate a la C·G·T, la fuerza necesaria. 8 de diciembre ... concepto de flexibilidad fue incorporado a mo
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Presentación de PowerPoint - Banco de México 

8 feb. 2013 - requiere que la política monetaria se mantenga vigilante. 25. Riesgos. ✓ Posibles nuevos episodios de aver
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Presentación de PowerPoint - Banco Central de Reserva 

23 nov. 2015 - Fuente: balances proporcionados por la SSF. 3,748. 3,340. 3,239. 2,732. 3,552. -. 500. 1,000. 1,500. 2,00
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Presentación de PowerPoint - Banco de la República 

14 oct. 2015 - El empleo asalariado acusa signos de desaceleración y el no asalariado de estancamiento. O sea que todo i
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Santander 

denominación (Ingeniería Civil en el departamento A con respecto a ... INGENIERÍA DE MANTENIMIENTO. 0. 5. 0 ...... Ingen
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Numero de Cuenta Banco 65505461816 Santander (México), S.A. 

Banco. 65505461816. Santander (México), S.A.. 65505461847. Santander (México), S.A.. 65505461864. Santander (México), S.
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Intervención SETEM en la Junta de Accionistas del Banco Santander 

30 mar. 2012 - empresas que operan en paraísos fiscales. 1Justicia i Pau, El Controvertido Comercio de Armas Español, un
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No al acuerdo de movilidad - CGT Banco Santander 

8 mar. 2017 - Con la llegada de Ana Botín pensamos que las cosas para la mujer en Banco Santander iban a mejorar, pero h
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Programa de Becas Santander Iberoamérica Investigación Santander ... 

[PDF]Programa de Becas Santander Iberoamérica Investigación Santander ...https://becas-santander.s3.amazonaws.com/.../Ba
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No al acuerdo de movilidad - CGT Banco Santander 

2 mar. 2017 - La pretensión del Banco y de los sindicatos CC·OO, U·G·T, F·I·T·C y S·T·S, de firmar un “Acuerdo de. Movil
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Informe de sostenibilidad - Informe Anual Banco Santander 2016 

En música, colabora con instituciones de prestigio como el ... Patrocinio de conciertos de música clásica como el ......
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Acuerdo de movilidad. No hay excusas - CGT Banco Santander 

1 may. 2017 - Con la firma de este acuerdo, que a los firmantes no les será en ningún caso aplicado, estos no han querid
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Becas Iberoamérica. Santander Investigación. Santander ... 

Becas Iberoamérica. Santander Investigación. Santander ...https://becas-santander.s3.amazonaws.com/.../UniversidadesPart
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Plan de Ahorro Santander 

ompañía Aseg uradora, S.A .- A venida de Cantabria s/n, C iudad G rupo Santander, 2. 8660 Boadilla del Monte (Madrid) -
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